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WELCOME!WELCOME!
To the Full Pelt Magazine!

Follow Full Pelt on Social Media!

@fullpelt

@fullpeltmusic
on Facebook

on Instagram, X, TikTok and YouTube

Packed full of music news, reviews and more!

This week we chat with Dream Nails ahead

of the release of their sophomore album,

‘Doom Loop’!

Also in the Full Pelt Magazine this week we review the

Ash vs The Subways tour and Muse at the O2 Arena.

We also challenge your musical knowledge with our

feature ‘Lyrics on the Brain’.

Plus we have updates from Within Temptation,

Tenacious D, Beartooth, Mike Shindoda, Manic Street

Preachers, Suede, The Cadillac Three, Normandie, 

Tesseract and more in our News Report!



www.fullpeltmusic.com

the full pelt

Music Podcast

philip seth campbell the view

the xcerts saint agnes

listen on spotify, apple podcasts,

youtube, google podcasts,

amazon music, castbox, deezer,

radio public, pocket casts & more!



Dream Nails will release their sophomore
album, ‘Doom Loop’, on October 13th.

This week we caught up with drummer  
Lucy Katz to discuss every ‘Doom Loop’,
and you will be able to hear that full chat
on The Full Pelt Music Podcast.

Asked what fans should expect from the
record, Katz said “Musically you’ll be
taken on quite a journey. This is less of a
pop punk album. This one musically
branches out much more. It’s our first
album with our amazing new singer
Ishmael and so they brought in a whole
different set of musical and life
influences to the band. You not there are
a nods to metal and hard rocker but even
R&B, a beautiful piano song, we have a lot
of synths on the album because they are a
lot of fun.

It’s the same high energy, high pace, I
think that the songwriting is a bit cleaner,
a bit neater and hopefully a bit more
accomplished. But still retaining all of
that raw punk spirit that was on the first
album and also in the live show, as well,
that was something we really wanted to
replicate.”

DOOM LO0P

We chat with Dream Nails ahead of new album ‘Doom Loop’!

NEWS REPORT

Dream Nails join us on
The Full Pelt Music Podcast

Episode 37 out Monday 9th October 2023

https://dreamnails.lnk.to/DoomLoopPR


Ahead of the release, the band have given
a deeper understanding of the themes
that sit beyond the music.

“Doom Loop is an exploration of the
repeated cycles we find ourselves in,”
comments vocalist Ishmael Kirby, “from
political injustice and patriarchal systems
to the negative spirals of our minds. A
doom loop is a crisis that starts to feed on
itself. It feels like there is no escape. But
there is. This album is a reflection of
ourselves, the world we live in, and the one
we want to create.”

“Specifically, Doom Loop delves into
masculinity in its many forms” expands
drummer Lucy Katz. “The good guy, the
lads at school, the narcissistic politician,
the incel, the sexual predator, the police
officer. It looks into gender-based
oppression from childhood; how isolation
can breed violence against women and the
rhetoric that spawns incels.”

Elaborating on the themes, guitarist Anya
Pearson adds: “On the album we also
celebrate masculinity by telling stories
about butch and trans masculine
identities. We show the shared
responsibility we have in fighting
misogyny. Empathy is hard to find in a
divided world, but we seek it out, advocate
for it, and ask how far it goes.”

THE STORY OF ‘DOOM LO0P’

Dive deeper into ‘Doom Loop’ with Dream Nails

NEWS REPORT

The title of Dream Nails’ riotous pre-release single ‘Good Guy,’ highlights
the phrase as a fake ID used to lull people into a false sense of security.
“It’s as if we couldn’t possibly believe there could be danger if someone
describes themselves as the good guy.” says Ishmael. “It reinforces that
gender-based violence and attacks are one-off occurrences, denying our
lived experiences as women and non-binary people.”

Bassist Mimi Jasson recounts: “Incel terrorist Elliot Rodger killed six
people in a stabbing and shooting spree in California in 2014. The final
section of his manifesto, where the 22-year-old complained about not
being able to get a girlfriend, Rodger declared ‘I am the true victim in all
of this. I am the good guy’”

GOOD GUY

Dream Nails will be on tour this
Autumn!



NEWS REPORT



MIKE SHINODA
Linkin Park icon Mike
Shinoda has returned this
past week with brand new
music!

Shinoda shared new single,
‘Already Over’ and had the
following to say to his fans.

“I’m so excited. Today I have
a new song out called
‘Already Over’.

This song was born from a
restlessness. After spending
a number of years writing
and producing for others, I
needed to make a song for
myself, with no features or
guests.”

New Releases

NEWS REPORT

Shinoda continues, “Already Over’ came to me while playing my favorite
guitar—the same guitar I used on songs from “What I’ve Done” to “In My
Head.” There was a familiar DNA to the song that I think Linkin Park fans
will recognize. For me, it creates a bridge from the past to a blurry but
exciting future.

Stream, save, and share ‘Already Over’ wherever you listen to music, and
check out mikeshinoda.com for the good stuff I’ve got going on there. From
me and all the LP guys: thanks again for your support and community, as
always.”

https://cm.linkinpark.com/t/y-l-xlrkrdk-dtljirdhhu-t/


Stockholm trio, Normandie, have released
‘Hourglass’, the latest single from their forthcoming
new album, ‘Dopamine’, set for a February 9th  
release on Easy Life Records.

The song, which features a guest appearance from
Bury Tomorrow’s Dani Winter-Bates, is about
“death, and how if we come to terms with it and
accept it, we can find new life in the pain,” shares
frontman Philip Strand. “Everything that ever was
has always ended, all flowers fade.”

NORMANDIE

New Releases

NEWS REPORT

Nashville trio The Cadillac Three have debuted their
latest single, 'Comin' Down From You'. The track
serves as the most sonically energetic track on the
band's forthcoming album, ‘The Years Go Fast’, out
on October 27th.

"'Comin' Down From You' is a song telling the love
of my life, 'There is nothing I'm more addicted to
than you,'" frontman Johnston explains. "I just
couldn't get away from that lyric and how much I
could relate to it. It really felt like something I
wanted to sing with TC3, and it became one of the
first songs that set the tone for the new album." 

THE CADILLAC THREE

Photo credit:  Jacob Papinniemi

Photo credit:  Alex Berger

https://orcd.co/normandiedopamine
https://thecadillac3.lnk.to/TYGF_UK


LØLØ

NEWS REPORT

BLACKGOLD

London-based cross-genre punk band Millie
Manders and the Shut-Up, renowned for their
ferociously joyous live shows, grinding guitars,
irresistible horns and pop appeal, have
released their new single, ‘Shut Your Mouth’

Powerhouse vocalist Millie describes Shut
Your Mouth as a track that delves into the
concept of “fair-weather friends”, highlighting
those individuals who only reach out when they
want something from you.

Tropic Gold who released their ‘What A
Wonderful Experience’ EP on Friday, have
released a powerful new single, ‘Maniac’. 

‘Maniac’ follows their recent singles and shines
a light on “a generation of undiagnosed and
mistreated mental health conditions,” share
the band. “The song lays out how people often
think they’re going insane and that they’re not
normal. There’s a constant struggle people live
with, not knowing why they feel differently to
others, and Maniac talks about the attempt to
find the alternate inner version of yourself
that feels hopeless."

2023 has been one hell of a ride for masked
misfits, BLACKGOLD and they have captured
all of the highlights in a compilation for their
new video for 'Freak', taken from their
'Volume 2' EP released earlier this year.

"We've had one hell of a year and this video is a
recap of all of the people/freaks we got to
meet along the way. The response to our live
shows has been incredible and we are only just
getting started. I can't wait to show you what
we have in store for you all next."
Spookz - Vocals

MILLIE MANDERS

Canadian rocker LØLØ, has shared her
exhilarating new single ‘faceplant.’

"Something you should know about me is when
I fall for someone, I fall HARD,” LØLØ reveals.
“How hard, you ask? Well a few months ago,
leaving a boy’s house (who I promised myself
multiple times I would never see again) I
tripped and fell face first into the concrete,
earning me a broken jaw (on both sides), a
broken nose, a broken chin, and four lovely
stitches across my face. This was the day I
realised that I had fallen undeniably &
irrevocably in love with him. Actually, no. I
didn’t just fall, I faceplanted."

TROPIC GOLD

#fullpeltmusicnewsreport

New Releases

Photo credit:  Reelz



Haunt the Woods celebrate the release of the
magical new album, ‘Ubiquity’ with new single ‘Said
and Done’.

The band comment: "’Ubiquity’ is an immersive,
sprawling album, defying genre in its attempt to ask
the question “What is my place in this failing
world?”.
 
"We are so proud of this record, and it is our most
collaborative and ambitious collection of work to
date. We hope this music can help even just one
person."

HAUNT THE WOODS

New Releases

NEWS REPORT

After releasing ‘War Of Being’, UK prog metal titans
TesseracT invite fans once more to a beautiful
listening experience in the form of ‘Echoes’, the
newest single from the record.

Regarding the track, Daniel Tompkins had the
following to say: “The concept of 'Echoes' is based
around one of our main characters, ‘El’, and 'The
Scribe'. They play a major part in the concept and
game as 'The Scribe' is a splintered part of 'El's
ego that has the ability to control destiny and
rewrite the past."

TESSERACT

Photo credit:  Steve Gullick

Photo credit:  Andy Ford



HOT LIST!

LØLØ 

'faceplant'

just added

the cadillac three

'comin’ down from you'

tropic gold

'maniac'

listen on spotify

haunt the woods

'said and done'

Millie manders and the shutup

'shut your mouth'

mike shinoda

'already over'

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/07e6Xvj1w6TuzMLocsfxHp?si=7a640b6f3cc74c45


Muse have long established themselves as one of, if not the greatest live band of their generation. Tonight at the
O2 Arena in London, fans get a relatively intimate look at the show which took the band around the world this
summer.

Up first though are Nova Twins, a band who are laying the groundwork for their own live reputation. Opportunities
like tonight give a tantalising glimpse of what the future holds for the band. Despite the cavernous size of the
stage, the duo are able to fill it with ease through their passion and energy. Nova Twins are fantastic tonight and
you’d have to put money on them headlining venues like this in the future. You wouldn’t be surprised either if when
all is said and done, Nova Twins are recognised as one of the greatest live acts of their generation! Time will tell.

There isn’t even a debate about that moniker for Muse, and tonight they effortlessly back it up once again. Strip
away all of the theatrics and the incredible stage, you are still left with a band that musically are unparalleled.
Tracks from new album, ‘Will of the People’, fit seamlessly with mega hits like ‘Time Is Running Out’, ‘Supermassive
Black Hole’ and ‘Plug In Baby’, in another testament to their musical prowess.

Tonight is another fine evening in the company of Muse who only have one date left in Mexico on this World Tour.
What comes next, we must wonder?

LIVE REVIEWLIVE REVIEW

Oh Yeah! The Ash vs The Subways tour is in full swing and we pop along to the Nottingham Rock City date, where
we are greeted by opening act Jealous Nostril. The new vessel for Johnny Borrell do their best to engage the early
crowd, but it must be said the set falls somewhat flat.

That all changes however when The Subways hit the stage and blast out a mixture of old favourites and new tracks
from recent album, ‘Uncertain Joys’. The likes of ‘We Don’t Need Money to Have a Good Time’, ‘Turnaround’ and
‘Rock & Roll Queen’ get the audience pumped up and ready to party as the band set a very high bar for Ash to
reach.

This is a great package for fans and Ash are absolutely able to match the enjoyment levels with a set full of classic
songs but with a big emphasis on new album, ‘Race the Night’. The new songs sound great live and the sing-a-longs
to ‘Orpheus’, ‘Shining Light’, ‘Girl From Mars’ and ‘Burn Baby Burn’ are top class as always. The highlight though is
the two headline acts joining together for a special rendition of Ash’s ‘Oh Yeah’. A great night in the city of rock
and a show fans will long remember.

LIVE REVIEWLIVE REVIEW
Ash vs The Subways

Rock City, Nottingham
Tuesday 3rd October 2023

Muse
O2 Arena, London

Sunday 1st October 2023
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Normandie
'Hourglass'

Tesseract
'Echoes'

BLACKGOLD
'Freak'

Listen on Spotify

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5nOOxAVs15G5PxOT7C1lsp?si=b0a163c5fb004267


NEWS REPORT

This week saw 2000trees unveil the first headline act for the 2024 edition of the festival!

Taking centre stage on Thursday 11th July will be none other than The Gaslight Anthem.

From 2000trees Festival booker, James - "We’ve tried to book The Gaslight Anthem pretty
much every year for the last 10 years, so we’re super stoked to have them joining us at
Upcote Farm - we think they’re a perfect 2000trees headliner. The ’59 Sound in particular
was a really important album to me so to finally have the band at 2000trees is going to be
something special."

2000TREES 2024

2000trees unveil first headline act - The Gaslight Anthem!

https://2000trees.co.uk/tickets?utm_source=2000trees+Festival&utm_campaign=d03e7a35aa-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2023_01_16_02_26_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_-2d78b179c3-%5BLIST_EMAIL_ID%5D&mc_cid=d03e7a35aa&mc_eid=6dac36996a




NEWS REPORT

WITHIN TEMPTATION
Prepare to embark on a musical and visual journey
as Within Temptation, one of Europe's most iconic
rock bands, proudly unveils the 'Bleed Out 2024
Tour'. This Europe/UK headline arena tour, in
support of their latest album Bleed Out (out
October 20th 2023), promises to be an experience
that will leave fans breathless.

The European tour starts in October 2024, with
the UK leg kicking off in November at the Cardiff
Utiliia Arena (15th), followed by London’s Wembley
Arena (16th), Nottingham Motorpoint Arena
(18th) and Leeds First Direct Arena (19th), ahead
of the Dutch metal band continuing their run
across the rest of Europe into December.

Tour Announcements

TENACIOUS D
The legendary duo known as Tenacious D delighted
their fans this week with the announcement of a
rare UK Arena Tour.

The band will be heading out around the UK next
May and an anonymous rock historian had the
following comments:

“It’s no joke. Tenacious D is the best band in the
world and in the Spicy Meatball Tour they are at
the peak of their powers. Better than the
Beatles…better than the Stones…even better
than Taylor Swift. And they have PYRO!!!
 
Do not miss the spicy meatball…it’s D- licious!!!”

https://wt.lnk.to/bio
https://tenaciousd.com/tour/


NEWS REPORT

Two iconic groups will team up next summer for a series of huge outdoor shows across the
UK.

Manic Street Preachers and Suede will rotate the closing spot as the work their way across
the country, finishing up at London’s Alexandra Palace Park in July.

MANIC STREET PREACHERS & SUEDE

Tour Announcements

https://service.gigsandtours.com/p/7LDA-129/manic-street-preachers-presale?pfredir=3


NEWS REPORT

BEARTOOTH

Beartooth have announced that they
will return to the UK and Europe for a
huge tour next year.

In the UK the band will play two dates
each in Birmingham and Manchester
before headlining the iconic Alexandra
Palace in London.

Alongside the revelation that The Gaslight
Anthem will be headlining 2000trees next
year, the band also unveiled an EU/UK tour.

The group will play a string of UK shows in
March including two dates at the Roundhouse
in Camden.

THE GASLIGHT ANTHEM

Tour Announcements

https://beartoothband.com/pages/tour-dates
https://linktr.ee/thegaslightanthem?fbclid=IwAR1CTC-WsVB1yKWUS6oiWAUAX1hlQMvpldHkknUhxoEQb8d63BW8e9yVcxk


NEWS REPORT

BLACKBERRY SMOKE

Blackberry Smoke have announced their
return to the UK in September next
year.

The band will be playing five cities
including a date at the Eventim Apollo in
London.

The Sleeping Souls will team up with Sean
McGowan for a special UK Tour next year.

THE SLEEPING SOULS & SEAN MCGOWAN

Tour Announcements

https://www.blackberrysmoke.com/pages/tour
https://www.livenation.co.uk/artist-the-sleeping-souls-and-se%C3%A1n-mcgowan-1442248


LYRICSLYRICS
ON THE BRAIN

Can you name each song from the lyrics?
Go on give it a go - the theme this week is:

BRITPOP!

I WISH I HAD A BOTTLE. RIGHT HERE IN MY PRETTY FACE
TO WEAR THE SCARS, TO SHOW FROM WHERE I CAME

CAN I RIDE WITH YOU IN YOUR BMW?
YOU CAN SAIL WITH ME IN MY YELLOW SUBMARINE

I GET UP WHEN I WANT, EXCEPT ON WEDNESDAYS
WHEN I GET RUDELY AWAKENED BY THE DUSTMEN

SHAVED HEADS, RAVE HEADS, ON THE PILL, GOT TOO MUCH TIME
TO KILL, GET INTO BANDS AND GANGS, OH

ANSWERS: 1) Manic Street Preachers - ‘A Design for Life’ 2) Oasis - ‘Supersonic’ 
3) Blur - ‘Parklife’ 4) Suede - ‘Beautiful Ones’ 5) Pulp - ‘Disco 2000’

YOUR HOUSE WAS VERY SMALL, WITH WOODCHIP ON THE WALL
WHEN I CAME AROUND TO CALL, YOU DIDN'T NOTICE ME AT ALL



modernlove. have shared their new single
‘Plans’.

Speaking about the single, vocalist and guitarist
Barry Lally says, “Plans is a song that deals with
just that. It’s about the plans we make, both big and
small, and follows how making a plan for the
weekend, for example, and proposing a date can
develop into lifelong goals and aspirations. How
certain, seemingly insignificant and trivial things
are sometimes connected and lead to the more
profound moments and matters in our lives. After
all, most of the really important relationships in a
person’s life will begin with a, ‘Hey, wanna grab a
drink or coffee?’

“It’s finding the beauty and poetry in the mundane
and every day that we’ve been exploring a lot as a
band recently. There is a sense of joy and hope in
looking to the future like that and, sonically, the
composition of the song definitely falls in line. It hits
hard and has an uplifting air of optimism and fun
about it. This sense of fun and play informed the
lyrical direction as well, which took on an absurd
humour at times. We took inspiration from Pixies,
Beck, Blur and Nirvana.”

modernlove. - ‘Plans’

Noah and the Loners - ‘Hell of a
Day’

Breakfifty - ‘Second Skin’

Listen, Follow and Discover your new favourite act on our ‘Discover’ New Music Playlist

Then find out the stories behind the songs on our ‘Discover’ New Music Podcast!

Noah and the Loners have shared their latest
track ‘Hell of a Day’!

Break Fifty have announced the forthcoming
release of their debut EP ‘Every Scream Became
A Whisper In The Dark’ and also shared their
new single ‘Second Skin’.

Vocalist Angus shares “This EP serves as a testament to
the restorative potency of music as a means of processing
and expressing complex emotions”

Talking about the track vocalist Angus mentions -
“Unveiling authenticity through the shedding of skins, this
metaphor encapsulates the journey of baring truth. It's
about peeling away facades, exposing raw realities, and
embracing the genuine self beneath. A powerful reminder
that honesty births liberation."

DISCOVER
N E W  M U S I C  P L A Y L I S T

“The track is based on an actual day in my life where
everything that could go wrong, did…” exclaims Frontman
Noah Lonergan “I got completely soaked watching my
football team lose, and then a giant electrical storm wiped
out the train line, so I couldn’t get home to Brighton for a
night out with my close friends…
 
“It’s the kind of day that could have sunk me,” Noah
confesses “but music is my therapy and my way of dealing
with everyday stress… so I turned the events into lyrics there
and then. It’s rare that lyrics come to me fully formed like
that, but every word was written that night. We finally got
inspired by a piece that our drummer, Noah Riley, wrote for
a Uni project and built Hell of a Day as we know it from
there.”
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https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2dogEtfVpJfG9ahJwSl6ky?si=fe038bf394b54e1d
https://fullpeltmusic.com/discover-new-music-podcast/
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Make sure that you catch-up with all previous
issues online!

Last week we featured cover stars Frank Carter &
The Rattlesnakes as they announced new album
‘Dark Rainbow’. We also previewed the Ash vs The

Subways Tour and reviewed King Nun & Theory of a
Deadman!

Plus we had the latest from the likes of Sum 41,
Neck Deep and more in our News Report.

LAST WEEK

IN THE FULL PELT MAGAZINE

ICYMI

NEWS REPORT

CATCH UPCATCH UP
at www.fullpeltmusic.com!

https://fullpeltmusic.com/category/fullpeltmagazine/
https://fullpeltmusic.com/category/fullpeltmagazine/
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